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Glittering
EarStuds

Did
You
Hnow?T

his New Year's Eve put on

your party clothes and light

N

ow is a good time to
start

taking

better

care of your valuable

Diamonds attract
grease, reducing brilliance
and sparkle. Pearl necklaces,
if worn often, may stretch
and weaken. Gem settings
can become worn, causing
gems to come loose and fall
out. Gold jewelry may be
scratched and look dull. This
year, resolve to protect your
investment and visit us for a
professional jewelry checkup.

jewelry.

up the night with a set of

studs! Earrings are always in vogue,
providing

a flash of femininity,

sophistication, and attractiveness
from season to season.
In 2018 we saw a wide variety
of elongated,

shoulder

dusters

which provided an opportunity of
unlimited

choices in metals and

gemstones.
Kicking off this season, the most
popular ear adornment

focuses

on glittering ear studs in designs
of

geometric

shapes,

rounds,

squares, triangles and spirals. While
classic studs set with a solitaire

January Birthstone
Garnet. Traditionally
regarded as the gem offering
constancy, compassion, and
faith, wearing garnets was
believed to purify the body's
energy by getting rid of toxins
and restoring the body to its
revitalized and re-energized
state.

diamond, pearl, colored gemstone
or simple gold ball remain the most
popular,

designers are offering

many new and fashion forward
designs in all sizes, yellow, white
and rose gold and sterling silver,
plain or encrusted with micro pave
diamonds.
Of course, you can always show
off your unique side and kick it up
a notch by mixing and matching
your studs to match your mood and
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BIRTHSTONE OF THE MONTH:

Garnet
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